City of East Lansing Fire Department
Incident Report for August 4-11, 2016
Total number of incidents responded to: 79
EMS/Rescue = 54

Fires = 5

Good Intent = 6

False Calls = 11

Hazardous Conditions = 3

Fires Reported in FireRMS page 1 of 2
August 4, 2016, 5:09 p.m. – ELFD responded S. Cedar Street to provide mutual aid to LFD on a structure fire.
Upon arrival EL B-11 was assigned ISO position. Performed safety on all 4 sides of structure throughout incident.
EL T-12 was assigned as RIT and then ventilation. EL M- 12 assisted with rehab.
August 7, 2016, 4:30 p.m. - B-11 dispatched to a possible structure fire on Sherwood. Upon arrival found light
smoke coming from a small residential one story structure. B-11 assumed Sherwood command. T-11 advised
oven fire with some extension into wall board. T-12 and M-12 level one staged. T-11 extinguished fire and
performed overhaul. The EL Fire Marshal was contacted. Command was passed to T-11 and B-11 cleared with
dispatch.
August 9, 2016, 5:57 a.m. - Called to respond to a building on Coolidge Road with electrical smoke in building.
T-11 responded and later called for full alarm. Upon arrival B-11 took command. T-11 was interior and M-11
crew to assist them. T-12 crew arrived, staged by the hydrant and then their crew was sent to isolate power. Once
done there was no more arching so firefighters set up a fan to clear the smoke. The building was then turned over
to the owner and they had electricians en route to fix the electrical before repowering the building. Fire
department rigs terminated command and returned to the station.
August 10, 2016, 9:07 a.m. - Dispatched to MSU Brody Hall for an oven fire. Dispatch stated en route that the
fire was out and the gas supply had been turned off. Arrived to find a two story megastructure with nothing
showing from the exterior. Entered the building and made contact with the person who was using the oven. It was
a large, commercial, rotisserie style oven designed for cooking multiple whole chickens at once. The chef
informed us that the fire began at the rear of the oven where the rubber gas line connects. When the chef
discovered the fire they turned the gas valve off at the wall which extinguished the fire. No further damage to the
surrounding area was discovered. It was noted though that the alarm never sounded. Two workers from MSU IPF
boiler shop arrived to repair the problem and the scene was turned over them. Truck 12 then cleared the scene.
August 11, 2016, 11:31 p.m. - Responded to a compactor fire on campus. T-12 was already on scene, T-11 staged
at hydrant. T-12 continued to extinguish the fire and T-12 crew came up to assist. Ventilation was requested and
T-12 crew handled. T-11 driver, assisted with a hand lay to T-12 from hydrant for water supply. MSU IPF and
police were on scene as well. Once the fire was reported out, fire personnel cleaned up the scene and cleared.

Training Reported in FireRMS page 2 of 2
August 4, 2016, 1:30-2:00 p.m. – Medical - EMS class for renal failure. Discussed causes and treatment.
August 9, 2016, 10:00 a.m. – noon – Department Orientation – Some promoted fire personnel had Logos training
at ELPD EOC.
August 9, 2016, 1:30-2:30 p.m. – Hazardous Materials Identification – All on duty personnel attended training by
MSU EHS who provided a lecture and demonstration on the Ludlum radiation monitor
August 10, 2016 1:30-2:00 p.m. – Hazardous Materials Identification – All on duty personnel attended training by
MSU EHS who provided a lecture and demonstration on the Ludlum radiation monitor
August 11, 2016, 1:30-2:30 p.m. – Radiation – All on duty personnel attended training by MSU EHS who
provided a lecture and demonstration on the Ludlum radiation monitor
Chief Complaints of EMS Calls

Abdominal/flank pain = 4
Allergic Reaction = 3
Altered level of consciousness = 3
Cardiac arrest = 1
Chest pain/DIB = 5
Chest congestion = 1
Cleared = 1
Confusion = 1
DOA = 1
Diarrhea = 1
Dizziness = 3
ETOH = 2
Flue like symptoms = 1
Hang over = 1
High blood pressure = 1
Hip/leg pain/issues = 3
Hyperglycemia = 1

Knee abrasion/pain = 2
Lethargic = 1
Medical alarm/no patient = 1
MVA w/patients = 4
Nausea = 1
Neck & arm pain = 1
Not feeling well = 1
No patient found/refusal = 3
Pain = 1
Psychological issues = 1
Seizure = 2
Stressed = 1
Stroke/CVA = 1
Suicide attempt by hanging = 1
Syncope = 4
Vomiting = 1
Weakness = 1

